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IMPLICATIONS- OF INCOME DISTRIBUTION FOR ECONOMIC 
DEVELOPMENT IN EAST AFRICA 
Countries of East Africa like many other underdeveloped 
countries have resorted to planning for the development of their 
economies. As a corollary to a democratic political set up of 
the country, planning policy is "being persued in the context 
of a mixed economy. This is being done in many other underdeveloped 
countries, too. Planning in these countries is resorted to 
with a view to organising economic resources with the greater 
cooperation of the private sector in such a way that the growth 
force latent in these economies is released. The success, 
however, largely depends upon the pattern of production that takes 
place in the process of panning which in its turn largely depends 
upon the pattern of distribution of income. Faulty distribution 
of income, one of the main consequences of dual economy 
prevailing in these countries, if further perpetuated during the 
plan period causing far greater inequalities would harden and 
strengthen the existing enclave development. At the outset of 
developmental effort in East Africa therefore, implications of 
faulty distribution of income is to be seriously taken note of so 
that policies of planning could be accordingly formulated. 
When an underdeveloped country begins to exert itself-in 
developing its economy through planning in a mixed economic 
structure, aspects of distribution need equal, if not greater 
consideration with that of production. Existence of extreme 
economic inequality is an important characteristic of these 
economies and a pattern of conspicuous consumption resulting 
from the faulty distribution of income and wealth causes a 
harmful diversion of resources- either in importing those 
non-priority consumer durables and other luxury goods or in 
building up these industries producing those goods with imported 
machineries and raw material, neglecting the real growth sector 
and thus having a very adverse impact from the point of view of 
creation of employment opportunities. 
Thus in a policy of planning, the distribution implications 
of production are equally important as the production itself ID e caus e 
the former dictatesthe pattern of production. The faulty distri-
bution system produces bottlenecks which jeopardise the possibility 
of expansion of production, and thus the constant emphasis on 
more and more production to raise the standard of living would 
become an obsession, and like a people obsessed, we xnay overlook 
a vital link in the chain-that of a fair distribution of the 
fruits of higher productivity-and as a consequence we may miss the 
targetted leap forward. 
. As more of planned public investment would be undertaken in a 
predominantly private enterprise economy devoid of any measure 
of control or restriction of consumption, a part of nonpriotiry 
consumption would automatically follow even at the cost of priority 
consumption. This process is a bit different in Uganda and other 
territories of East African. Urban markets of these countries are 
flooded with most up-to-date but imported non priotiry durable 
•consumer goods to satisfy the wants of the foreigners who even 
today not only form the overwhelming portion of the urban 
population in these countries but also constitute the 'U' sector 
(Aspects ,of income distribution in East Africa would be discussed 
in the Section II of this paper). The pattern of consumption of 
this class of people has influenced that of the Africans living 
in the urban areas and suburbs. 
N,B. I'am grateful to Prof. P„ G-. Clark for taking trouble to go 
through the first draft of the -naner and making valuable suggestions ior improving trie same; Responsibilities, however, of the views expressed m tne paper are entirely of the author' 
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These low income group people are trying to imitate the pattern 
of consumption of upper group even at the cost of essentials 
which are mostly produced within the country and in this way 
one of the objects of the first plan*is being defeated. 
However, Africanisation has been declared as an important aim 
of the plan.. But Af ricanisat ion alone would not solve the 
problem. Because mere Africanisation would mean the perpetuation 
of the same upper sector and the same pattern, of consumption 
for the few persons. Moreover, upper sector always consists 
of limited section of the- people and thus would consitute 
too small a market to establish industries for those upper 
sector consumpti'on goods which therefore would continue to 
be imported. Or atleast through a policy of import substitutions 
some of those luxury consimption goods industries may be. set up. 
Because of extreme income equality establishments of these 
industries may seem to be profitable. Thus Africanisation, 
unaccompanied by consumption control through import restriction 
and a programme for proper type of industrialisation to release 
growth forces as -well as to cater to essential needs to the 
common masses, would not help achieving the-object,. 
This is a known fact that planned development is associated 
with sacrifice of some part of consumption and naturally in a 
welfare economy, that part of consumption which at the present 
stage of the economy and from fie point of view of the common 
people appears to be non-priority ana expense should be sacrificed 
if growth force in the economy is to be released. 
Pattern of consumption and the level and relative-rise in 
disposable' income are the two important vt^ri~bles whereby we can assess the growth and the impact of the sector. The status 
of an individ al belonging to this sector hinges on the pattern 
of consumption and level of disposable incomes ( case of E.Africa 
from this- point of view is discussed in the section II of 
this paper). The pattern of consumption thus must have income 
elasticity for this group. Their consumption, as has already 
been stated, mainly consists of high priced articles, mainly 
durables. Under the circumstances, the supply of the non 
priority consumer durables become overwhelming in the city 
markets. A glance at the Kampala market, for example, would 
show how these mrrkets are flooded with high priced consumer 
, _ durables like cars, refrigerators, quality furniture, electrical 
/for dome- appliances,/drawing room knicknacks, bathroom fittings, modern 
stic use icitchen equipment, transistor radios, stereophonic radiograms, 
tape recorders, movie cameras, projectors, TV sets, most up to 
date cosmetics, garments, nylon goods,.etc. It is needless to 
point out t .at all the- e goods are imported against the hard 
earned foreign exchange through agricultural exports which could 
easily have been used for importing productive machineries and 
raw materials to increase the productivity of the economy.. Question 
.of markets for these industries does not arise if distribution 
is equalitarian through state control accompanied by growth of 
the industries, and moreover, thes_e industries are "must for the 
growth of the economy. With the growth of the economy in this way 
the ground may have been made ready.for the establishment of 
important heavy and basic industries. _ 
* Another consideration which forms part of the Govt's strategy, if the need to make Uganda's economy more self-stimulating. A notable example,of the possibilities in this field, is the development of for protein foods-meat, milk, eggs and fish. Ii farmers and urban workers can be induced to increase their consumption of these foods, not only will their diet, and hence their productivity, be improved, but their expenditures will increase the incomes of pastoral farmers, poultry keeper and fisherman". First Five Year Development Plan, Uganda. P.9 
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Another danger of the faulty distribution system causing the 
growth of the upper sector and immense expenditure on complementary 
durable goods is that the area of operation of the demonstration 
effect would have a positive tendency towards expansion, as 
the people who do not belong to this sector but hope to do so 
may save today to overspend tomorrow. The hire purchase system 
introduced in case of non-priority goods is anothter 
fillip toward this sort of consumption. This tendency is 
already evident not only among the 'U1 sector and among Africans 
as a result of Africanisation but also among low income group 
people including those who are earning-an income of Sh.120/- per 
month. Transistor radios, camera, watches, terrelyn and other 
costly suits, etc., are some of the examples of common possessions 
among the last named income group people. Food is not a 
problem in Africa even among the low income group people and 
therefore whatever cash income they earn, they spend on these 
luxury goods. Thus the govt's objective in the plan is not 
achieved, and thus the local economy is not being benefitted 
by the export earnings. Exports can lead to growth, but they 
need not. If they are to do so, there must be capital formation, 
technical change, reallocation of resources.. But large 
potential gains from trade without capacity to make use of them 
will not help. 
Therefore we see the increased demand for consumer durables 
would swallow up the possibility of future saving in an 
unbridled mixed economy dominated by private sector. Moreover 
for an underdeveloped economy it would be erroneous to consider 
superior level of conS'imption as the condition for the superior 
level of production because of the fact that economy of countries 
of East Africa is facing at present the pressing problem of need-
oriented production as well as growth of productivity in the 
economy ana the need for the spread of their benefits to vast 
masses. And demonstration effect causes non-need oriented 
development and thus outdistances the potential increases in 
productivity under conditions of scarce resource availability. 
Lastly, growth of this sector and the typical consumption pattern 
positively indicates the existence, of potential over actual 
savings. And thus through proper mechanism of public 
finance, import restrictions and other state actions, considerable 
amount of internal savings can be mopped up and used for the 
development of the economy itself. 
Another danger of this type of development is that it is a 
common feature in most underdeveloped economies, and so in Uganda 
and other territories of East Africa, that the holders of these 
funds looking out for outlets move in foreign exchange rather 
than in production investments requiring long gestation period. 
The dominant character of capital here, being trading and 
commercial rather than industrial, aggravates this tendency. 
This is again causing a peculiar pattern of urban growth. 
Because of this type of development devoid of any impact of 
industrialisation as well as modernaisation and institutional changes 
in rural areas the rapid growth of population* is creating a 
problem of urban growth. The rapid influx of migrants from rural 
areas resulting from the absence of opportunities of employment 
in the stagnant rural economy to a small number of cities which 
are also devoid of sufficient opportunities of productive employ-
ment, exerts a growing pressure on the existing urban facilities 
which in turn put a heavy strain on the necessity of diverting 
the country's resources into the rapid growth of these facilities. 
Annual rate of Growth of Population 
Uganda 2.1 fo 
Kenya 3?° 
Tanganyika 2.5$ 
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If the ability to raise new resources is limited (and this is 
undoubtedly a fact), then the decision to divert existing 
scarce resources in order to accommodate the pressing demands 
of the growing urban population does imply that,alternative 
opportunities to use these resources for more promising lines 
of investment for economic growth are forgone. Moreover, such 
a course of action has the 'built-in' consequence that, if 
sucessful, the growth of the urban facilities may become an 
ever more powerful force over and above the force of poverty 
creating larger and 1 rger waves of migrants into cities 
which painfully enough and obviously, are incapable of giving 
their productive employment.' Thus a self accelerating 
process of urban growth though not in terms of productivity, 
may develop by an ever increasing proportion of the countries 
valuable resources being channeled into meeting the unrestrained 
drift towards cities. These trends are already visible in 
important cities of East African countries. 
The rapid increase in urban population can thus be 
looked upon not merely as a demographic phenomenon but rather 
as part of the whole strains and tensions which is in-herent 
in a social change unaccompanied by corresponding pace of 
economic growth in terms of industrialisation and modern-
isation of agriculture. However, this is to be pointed out 
to avoid being misunderstood, that while the process of 
urbanisation is not a consequence of growth in productivity, 
the objective of an urbanisation policy is not how to stop or 
reverse the process, since the trend towards an increase in urban 
population is not onl.y irreversible, but also necessary for 
the process of economic and social development • 
Section lis Monetary Income Distribution. * 
In this section we may take a brief not of the present 
situation of income distribution in East Africa. We would however 
like to keep our discussion confined to some aspect's of monetary 
income distribution Because, from the point of view of our main 
contention in the paper that faulty distribution of income affects 
the economic growth of an underdeveloped country through its 
unfavourable impact on consumption pattern as discussed in the 
previous section is reflected in monetary income and its distribu-
tion with the modernisation of economy. Non-monetary income has 
got little to do with this type of consumption and thereby 
the diversion of resources. Thus it is found that the under-
developed countries begin to face the problems of expanding areas 
of demonstration effect, 7ing non-priority consumption and 
increasing deversion of re. . irses in these channels (mostly 
involving foreign exchange ^sources), with the growth of the 
modern sector accompanied by monetisation. 
In connection with the present situation of income 
distribution in East Africa we would like to refer to a paper of the EDRP, 
by D.P, Ghai.* The relevant tables from the paper are given below 
as ready reference. The study under reference reveals, though, 
roughly, a picture of inequality in income distribution(monetary) 
in East Africa. Vide-Table Nos. I, II & III. 
An important point to be noted here is that income differences 
as revealed through employees earnings analysis are due to 
differences in education, skills, and experiences. Men with higher 
education, technical and professional qualifications and skills, 
business acumen, adminstr tive qualifications etc. are very scarce 
in supply and this situation has acted as one of the main factors 
behind the great inequalities of income among employees. 
* 11 Some Aspects of income Distribution in East Africa "EIRP 52. 
T I am thankful to Dr. C.R. Frank for making valuable comments on 
this section. 
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An attempt to study faulty income distribution in this way 
alone has got obvious limitations. An analysis of concentration 
of wealth in the form of ownership of business houses and 
industries, interlocking directorship"of business houses and 
industries, volume of bank balances, ownership of residential 
buildings etc., may have revealed the more important side of 
the distribution of wealth and income. 
Still the fact that remains is that inequalities in income 
not only inter-racial but also among Africans themselves :.re 
very large. And this is having its obvious impact on consumption 
pattern(discussed in the section - III). 
One distinctive feature of distribution of income in East 
Africa which should be pointed out in this connection is that 
it is closely correspondent with the racial distribution of 
population i.e., Europeans constitute higher income -.group with 
Asians and Africans falling in middle and lower ''"income"'groups"" 
respectively. With the Europeans has come also their pattern -
of consumption.of their highly developed countries which has 
been and is being imitated by next income groups in the 
heirarchy. It has been discussed above that with the 
modernisation of the economy accompanied b- monetisation the 
area of operation of demonstration effect would go on expanding, 
swallowing up whatever saving that could have;accumulatted in . 
the economy during*the process of development, whereas 
economic productivity remains rooted in the backwardness. 
Section Ills Consumer Durables Import; 
An idea with regard to the trends in non-priority consumption 
can be formed from a study of the import data. It is to be 
noted that in East Africa most of the manufactured goods 
both consumer and producer goods- are imported. However we 
are studying here a few but important of the non-priority 
consumer goods as given below in the table no.IV to show the 
trends in and the level of conspicuous consumption that takes 
pl.-'ce in an economy where per capital income is even less than 
half of $100 which is considered as a bare minimum for human 
living. 
Fi*cm the table IV of a selected few of these imported non-
priority consumer durables- one can realise what a huge' amount of 
foreign exchange earnings of these countries are being consumed 
away every year instead of being utilised for the development of 
the country-. This table also reveals a very high rate of increase 
in imports of these goods. Of this group of consumer durables 
motor vehicle imports take the biggest share of foreign exchange 
involved in such consumption. Even this figure would be higher 
if other imports accompanying motor vehicles are included as 
would be evident from the table. 
However as percentages of all consumer goods as well as 
of total imports, these. selected items appearr to be very small 
as the table-no.V shows. This is so because a v:ry negligible 
number of items (being only seven) out of total number of 
non-priority consumer goods in comparison with total number of 
items involved in all imports as well as in all consumer goods 
have been selected for the study and as such their shares do 
not seem to be negligible.. More so because of the fact that in 
East Africa almost all the manufacturing goods and also a 
considerable quantity of food items are imported every year. 
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Yet this table brings out an important fact that these 
seven items of consumer durables are taring an increasing 
share of the total consumer goods imports every year and 
also of all imports. .Another point to be .taken note of in 
this connection is that imports of these items taken together 
are rising by 64% and. 67% respectively in Kenya and Uganda 
from 1961 to 1965, and. by 37,"o in Tanganyika, '"hereas during 
the same period, the rates of increase in all consumer goods 
and all imports respectively are 22o and. 1373 in Kenya and. 
16.6/5 in Uganda 135$ and 11.5% in Tanganyika. 
An examination of these data showing rates of change in 
imports of these types of consumer durables, all consumer goods 
and also total imports from 1961 to' 1963 would, point out to 
a fact that in course of time the built - in consequence of 
this pattern of consumption would act as a serious constraint 
to the development of the economy as explained above as well 
as a source of psychological frustration. 
Govt. Policy Implications: 
I. As in many other developing countries, Governments of 
East Africa may have to follow a policy of import restrictions 
with regard to those consumer goods which are non-essentials -
from the point of view of the present level of national income 
as well as heavy foreign exchange involving. Resources thus 
released can be. used, for importing capital goods which would 
help import substituting industrialisation process and thereby 
would, create opportunities for productive employment. 
If these imports .^ re thus curtailed., and. thereby their 
consumption, savings potential ..in the economy, would incr ase 
and Governments can mop up these savings by launching National 
Savings' Movement in the form of National Savings Bonds, and 
Development Savings Certificate Schemes. 
Moreover this would mean the expansion of the taxable 
capacity of the country. Thus steps to raise the existing 
rate of income tax and. also to impose sales, taxes on some 
consumption goods usually consumed by the higher income groups 
can be taken. 
II. It is found from the import data that of all consumer 
goods the automobile import involves the highest amount of 
foreign exchange. It is to be noted however, that the services 
of automobile are indispensible to day in any country but not 
in the form of private cars in an und.er-developed' countries like 
those of East Africa. .And thus these can be substituted in 
these economies by an expanded Bus Transport Services. 
Expanded. Bus Transport Services would mean both the ex-
tension of routes and area of operation as well as greater 
number of vehicles plying more frequently to cater services to 
the growing number of users, This majr be organised in some 
form of state controlled corporations. 
Economic gains; (l) This would help the Govt, in restrict-
ing the consumption'of one of the most costly .items i.e. cars, 
wit' out at the same time causing shortage of supply Of this 
essential service to the people. Foreign exchange thus released 
can be used productively by importing producer's goods etc. 
:(2) Greater revenue would accrue to the 
Government through the increased earning of the State con-
trolled tr.ansport corporation which may be used for development 
plans etc. incourse of time. 
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(o) Greater employment opportunities would be 
created. It would enable the Govt, to absorb the growing 
number of unemployed people especially those who have got 
some form of education roaming in the cities for domestic 
jobs and other odd jobs. As there is already in operation 
a net work of but transport organisation there will not 
be much difficulty in its expansion as well as imparting 
training to the people to be recruited as drivers, con-
ductors, office workers etc. Some form of construction 
work would also increase absorbing more men. 
(4) Accruing of increased, incomes in the hands of 
Africans through planned development of the economy and as 
a result of the policy of Africanisation of trades and 
services rightly envisaged by the Governments would, mean 
increased demand for cars (resulting; from the demonstration 
effect of the existing condition as well as the absence of 
adequate public transport service) encouraged by easily 
available opportunities offered by hire-purchase systems. 
In this way this would cause, if supply of cars goes un-
restricted a serious leakage of increased income on such 
non-priority consumer durables. Saving would not grow and 
the import bill on these accounts would, go on rising. 
An expanded public transport service in such a situation 
catering more extensive and intensive services and 
meaning less transport cost to the people vrould enable them 
to spend more on better food and. education and. also some-
thing more to save. 
(5) There is also a psychological benefit for the 
society as . whole to be achieved in this way. It would 
do away with one of the main factors causing frustration and 
discontent among the people the bulk of which are not able 
to afford these good.s at the present moment. 
Thus if these goods are substituted by imports of 
capital goods and technical know-how for establishing ex-
panding industries essential at the present economic con-
dition and modernising agriculture through state under-
takings corporations and. private enterprises, this may 
benefit the economy in the form of achieving (l) compara-
tively rapid, pace of growth, (ii) greater opportunities 
for employment, (iii) Africanisation and ecualitarian dis-
tribution of income in a more rapid effective and produc-
tive way. 
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